
KYRA

Simplicity and essential design, these are the 
main features of KYRA that make it modern and 
pleasant, according to the market taste.
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To the simple main elements, 
a 100x30mm tube section 
for the upright and a 70x20mm 
tube section for the foot, both realized  
by mould, we have added the care 
of the details such as the plastic caps, 
designed and produced specifically 
for KYRA line and the upper bracket 
that grants the stability to the whole structure.
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KYRA with fixed beam is available in centered, off-set and return versions, while 
KYRA with modesty panel (that replaces the beam) is only off-set. You can use both 
our metal modesty panel  and  melamine modesty panel and the melamine one 
provided by customers.
The structure with beam is already equipped with a horizontal cable management 
(the fixed beam) and, as an optional, a vertical cable riser to be assembled to the 
leg, allowing the vertical wiring.
The structure with metal modesty panel can be provided with a vertical cable riser, 
for cables management from the floor and a plastic kit to be assembled behind the 
metal modesty panel, for the horizontal wiring. 
KYRA line is available in all our standard colors.
The product is compliant with the safety requirements according to the following 
standards:
UNI EN 527-1:2011; UNI EN 527-2:2003; UNI EN 527-3:2003; UNI EN 13721:2004; 
UNI EN 13722:2004

FANGO / MUD
opaco / mat  RAL 7006

ALLUMINIO / ALUMINIUM
goffrato / embossed  RAL 9006
liscio / smooth  RAL 9006

SABBIA / SAND
opaco / mat  RAL 7032

NERO / BLACK
lucido / polished  RAL 9005
opaco / mat  

VERNICE CROMO / CHROME PAINT

BIANCO / WHITE
lucido / polished  RAL 9003
opaco / mat  RAL 9010
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